JAN HOFER – SANTA BARBARA
proposal for a workshop

With this proposal I would like to give an overview of
Santa Barbara, a weeklong workshop about building a
Do It Yourself Tunnel Boring Machine ( DIY TBM )
as a vehicle to think about boundaries, mobility and selfhelp strategies.
The DIY TBM is a Tunnel Boring Machine scaled down,
adapted to the size of a human body, operated by
hand and built from cheap materials.
So far the DIY TBM exists only in theory, but through this
workshop it could soon be validated in reality.
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Background
Two years ago I was awarded a studio residency in
East Londons Bow Quarter – a former factory area
turned into a luxurious gated community. The facility
featured loft style appartments, a supermarket, a restaurant, gardens and a leisure centre. Everything was
right on site, exclusively for the residents, protected
by a tall fence and a 24/7 concierge service at the
entrance.
At first glance living there seemed very worthwhile,
but the longer I thought about it, the more I started to
see this gated way of living as a metaphor for problematic tendencies affecting Great Britain, Europe and
the rest of the world.

Img. 1 Rooftop terrace above Bow Quarters leisure centre

Within this context I felt that building a DIY tunnel
could be a reasonable thing to know more about. So
I started talking to experts linked to underground engineering in one way or another. I met them for interviews and brainstorming sessions, always with one
main question: How could I myself build a tunnel?
Out of these conversations I created Groundwork –
a 23 minute video, for all those who wants to break in,
break out, undermine things or connect people and
places.
www.vimeo.com/350048586
Password: DIY

Img. 2 Warning sign on one of Bow Quarters
service entrances

Img. 3 Video still from Groundwork with Simone Jones, War Historian living in Winsor
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The Do It Yourself Tunnel Boring Machine
Tunnel Boring Machines ( TBMs ) are based on the
idea of having a mobile shield which protects workers
from collapse while they are excavating and shoring
up tunnels – an invention made by British engineer
Marc Brunel in 1818. Today, TBMs are much bigger
and fully automated, but they still follow that same
principle.
The DIY TBM is based on these Tunnel Boring Machines but scaled down, adapted to the size of a human
body, operated by hand and built from cheap materials. So far it exists only in theory, but through the
workshop Santa Barbara it could soon be validated
in reality.

Img. 4 The principle behind todays Tunnel Boring Machines, invented in 1818 by Marc Brunel

The original idea for a DIY TBM came about in an
interview I conducted while filming for my afore mentioned video Groundwork. Loïc Magnien, a french
Tunnel Engineer working in the UK, brought it up by
concluding: «...so now that we understand the basic
principles behind the TBM, one could think of a smaller version, a DIY version.»
And this is exactly what thise workshop is about.

Img. 5 A state of the art Tunnel Boring Machine

Img. 6 First sketches for a DIY TBM, drawn by Loïc Magnien in 2018
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The Critical Engineering Working Group
Berlin, October 2011

The Workshop

Julian Oliver
Gordan Savičić
Danja Vasiliev

THE CRITICAL ENGINEERING MANIFESTO

Santa Barbara is a week-long workshop named after
the patron saint of architects, mathematicians, prisoners and tunnellers (but also after a distant travelling destination). It’s about creating a setting in which
we can collectively work on technical challenges and
at the same time think about social and political questions.
The promary questions will be:
– What would my version of a DIY TBM look like?
– How would I operate it?
– How big should it be?
– What materials could I use?
– and how could I mend them together?
but also:
– Where would I build my tunnel?
– What would I want to enter / exit with it?
– or what would I want it to connect?

0. The Critical Engineer considers Engineering to be the most transformative language of our time, shaping
the way we move, communicate and think. It is the work of the Critical Engineer to study and exploit this
language, exposing its influence.
1. The Critical Engineer considers any technology depended upon to be both a challenge and a threat. The
greater the dependence on a technology the greater the need to study and expose its inner workings,
regardless of ownership or legal provision.
2. The Critical Engineer raises awareness that with each technological advance our techno-political literacy
is challenged.
3. The Critical Engineer deconstructs and incites suspicion of rich user experiences.
4. The Critical Engineer looks beyond the 'awe of implementation' to determine methods of influence and
their specific effects.
5. The Critical Engineer recognises that each work of engineering engineers its user, proportional to that
user's dependency upon it.
6. The Critical Engineer expands 'machine' to describe interrelationships encompassing devices, bodies,
agents, forces and networks.
7. The Critical Engineer observes the space between the production and consumption of technology. Acting
rapidly to changes in this space, the Critical Engineer serves to expose moments of imbalance and deception.
8. The Critical Engineer looks to the history of art, architecture, activism, philosophy and invention and finds
exemplary works of Critical Engineering. Strategies, ideas and agendas from these disciplines will be
adopted, re-purposed and deployed.
9. The Critical Engineer notes that written code expands into social and psychological realms, regulating
behaviour between people and the machines they interact with. By understanding this, the Critical Engineer
seeks to reconstruct user-constraints and social action through means of digital excavation.
10. The Critical Engineer considers the exploit to be the most desirable form of exposure.

© Oliver, Savičić, Vasiliev 2011, under the GNU Free Documentation License v1.3
http://criticalengineering.org

Img. 7 Possible input: The Critical Engineering Manifesto, 2011

This will serve as a basis for the project work in which
the students will realize their very own version of the
DIY TBM.
Parallel to that, there will be short presentations
throughout the week. Here, the students will get inputs about the history of underground engineering
and the use of differnt tools but also about self-help
stratgies and critical approaches to engineering.
At the end of the week, there will be an exhibtion where the students present their final results accompanied by a statement about their intentions.
Img. 8 Possible input: Homeless Vehicle by Krzysztof Wodiczko, 1988

Img. 9 Possible input: The Whole Earth Catalog published by Stewart Brand in 1968
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Schedule
The following schedule only shows one of many possible ways to structure the workshop and should
therefore rather be seen as a starting point for planning and discussing than as a final solution.

Monday

morning

Communal Breakfast
Introductions

afternoon

Input: The Tunnel Boring Machine – a brief history
of underground engineering
Project Work: Where will we build our tunnels
and what does that imply?

Tuesday

morning

Communal Breakfast
Feedback to Mondays Project Work
Input: Self-help strategies and the DIY movement

afternoon

Introduction to wood workshop, tools, materials
Project Work: making first sketchs and tryouts

Wednesday

morning

Communal Breakfast
Feedback to Tuesdays Project Work
Input: Critical Engineering

Thursday

afternoon

Project Work: Building the DIY TBM

moning

Communal Breakfast
Feedback to Wednesdays Project Work

Friday

afternoon

Project Work: Building and finishing the DIY TBM

morning

Communal Breakfast
Cleaning out the workspace and setting up the
final presentation of the Project Works

Afernoon

Critiques

Evening

Exhibition opening

Jan Hofer (*1988 in Zurich) is a Swiss artist working in sculpture,
performance and video, often seeking collaborations with people
from outside of the art world. He studied Visual Communication at
Zürcher Hochschule der Künste ( 2009-13 ) and was a visiting
student in the class of Prof. Christian Jankowski at Staatliche Akademie
der Bildenden Künste Stuttgart ( 2015-16 ).

EXHIBITIONS
2020

2019

PUBLICATIONS

Basement Nice Ours
Unanimous Consent, Oerlikon

2019

STUDY – Schweizerisches Fotobuch
self pubished

For Topical Reasons
Dan’s House, Wales
Set Space, London
Wharf Chambers, Leeds
Wooosh Gallery, Dundee
SB34 – the pool, Brussels

2013

Digital Radar Camera System
self pubished

Unreal Estate
Hamlet, Zürich

2020

The New New Material
Collection of Aargauer Kunsthaus

Auswahl 19
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau

2017

Digital Radar Camera System
Collection of Fotomuseum Winterthur

Apotheose
HuMBase, Stuttgart (solo)

2015

The Secret Donation
Collection of Kunstmuseums St. Gallen

WORKS IN PUBLIC COLLECTIONS

ABCD
Indiana, Vevey (solo)
AWARDS / FUNDING

2018

100 Sculptures
anonymous gallery, Paris

2019

Studio Residency Cité Paris
Visarte Schweiz

Hosting not Ghosting
Kunstszene Zürich		

2018

Studio Residency London, in 2018
Aargauer Kuratorium

Zimmermannhaus
Zimmermannhaus, Brugg (solo)
		
2016
I always wanted to be a photographer
Fundación Foto Colectània, Barcelona

Work Grant
Aargauer Kuratorium
Project Grant Ceramics
Ikea Stiftung Schweiz

Grosse Regionale 16
Kunst(Zeug)Haus, Rapperswil

2017

Special Mention
Plattform 17 / Fotomuseum Winterthur

The Ardent V
Up State, Zürich

2014

Swiss Photo Award
ewz Selection

Caméra(Auto)Contrôle
Centre de la photographie, Genf
Encore rien n’est arrivé
Espace JB, Genf (solo)

For portfolio, please visit www.janhofer.net/works		

For inquiries, please write to mail@janhofer.net

